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ABSTRACT 
In the context of the international food supply chain this research project is studying 
contemporary practices of relationship marketing. The rationale for carrying out the research 
project has been that although coined more than fifteen years ago relationship marketing still 
remains ambiguous. Our paper is structured as follows. First, the reader is introduced to the 
concept of relationship marketing, the main research questions and the context for the research 
project. Second the research methodology is discussed but only briefly, as that was the topic of 
an earlier paper - please refer to Lindgreen and Crawford (1999a). Third, preliminary @dings 
from three case studies are examined in detail. The cases are Flensted Catering A/S, the Danish- 
British bacon supply chain and MD Foods MS. Fourth, a number of implications and 
propositions are put forward, and future steps in the research project are outlined 
In 1996, Flensted Catering MS embarked on relationship marketing. First, focus groups were 
conducted and questionnaires issued to determine customer perceptions of company 
performance. Then project teams were established, staff training instituted and customer +I _ 
communications improved. The monitoring system reveals that Flensted Catering A/S is now 
rated as a better supplier by 43 per cent of its customers and that customer retention has risen to 
94 per cent. Other returns include increased employee satisfaction and reformed service and mu 
administrative procedures. This case study points toward the need for corporate commitment and 
the involvement offront-line people in the development of marketing relationships. It also yields 
empirical examples of methods and tec&ne that can be used to design a programme of 181 
relationship marketing and to measure its effects. Finally, the study supports models that have 
expanded the traditional buyer-seller dyad with other dyads. 
The export of pig meat products provides Denmark with more than IO per cent of total export 
earnings with Britain importing about 90 per cent of the Danish bacon export. However, 
Denmark’s position on the British market has been challenged in recent years, and market power 
has shifted. Farmers in Britain now have a potential comparative advantage in producing and 
processing pigs one of the reasons being their compliance with recent British legislation that 
bans stall-and-tether production in Britain. Moreover, British consumers are increasingly 
demanding that food products are safe and of high quality and that production systems are 
environmentally friendt’y and conform. to animal welfare. This case study illustrates how the 
4 b Danish bacon industry is using trust as a valuable strategic variable to retain consumers (by way 1 . p ‘\ of meat assurance schemes). It confirms that there are different sources of trust and that when .__ one source of trust is not available it is possible to draw on other sources of trust. The study also 
confirms the existence of inter-organisational relationships and multiple dyads. Finally, an 
actual programme of relationship marketing is examined. . 
MD Foods A/S, one of the mayor players in the Danish-British dairy supply chain, has embraced 
a pluralistic approach to marketing employing transaction marketing and relationship marketing 
at the same time. At MD Foods A/S, transaction 
economic transactions whereas relationship marketing 
chains, category management and eflcient 
criteria for deciding when to lifr a supplier or customer from a trader status (transaction 
marketing) to a preferred status (relationship marketing). These criteria are will, skills and 
importance. The pluralistic approach to marketing has resulted in a variety of marketing 
practices of which some are more relevant for transaction marketing and others are more 
appropriate for relationship marketing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this section, three subjects are discussed, 
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l The concept of relationship marketing. 
l The main research questions. 
l The contextfor the research project. 
The Concept of Relationship Marketing 
Since the early 198Os, relationship marketing has been challenging transaction marketing (the 
4Ps). It is argued that it is no longer enough to plan and execute the conception, pricing, 
promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services. One reason is that competition in the 
marketplace has intensified. Another reason is that demand has reached saturation (e.g., Crainer 
1996; Newell 1997). To achieve growth it is argued that businesses change their paradigm to that 
of relationship marketing (e.g., Berry 1983; Grijnroos 1994; Gummesson 1995a). The argument 
is straightforward: Transactional businesses search for short-term, discrete economic transactions 
whereas relational businesses focus on long-term, mutually satisfying relationships with 
suppliers, customers and other markets. And so transaction marketing was more appropriate in 
the 1950s and 1960s - the era of mass manufacturing and marketing of packaged consumer 
goods in America. The market was so huge that marketing was more about attracting new 
customers than retaining existing customers (Buttle 1996; Christopher et al. 199 1; Jackson 1985; 
Zeithaml and Bitner 1996). With increased competition and saturation, however, businesses must 
shift their focus from new customers to existing customers. But is it really the best strateg_\* for 
businesses to forget about transaction marketing or should they perhaps employ a plural istic 
approach to marketing - and if the latter is the case then how can a business segment its supphcrs 
and customers into transactional and relational oriented suppliers and customers? This is one of 
the fundamental questions that this research project addresses. 
Despite a large literature, however, there is yet no consensus as to what relationship maActing 
constitutes (e.g., Brodie et al. 1997; Gummesson 1994). At some times, relationship marketing is 
described as one of several forms of marketing, for example database marketing, qualit! 
management, services marketing, customer partnering and ‘catch-all phrases’- embracing almost 
every marketing discipline. For different views on relationship marketing, see Berry (1983), 
Copulsky and Wolf (1990), Gummesson (1988), Magrath and Hardy (1994) and Morgan and 
Hunt (1994). At other times, relationship marketing is specified in terms of marketing objectives, 
for example customer share, customer retention and employee loyalty (Dawkins and Reichheld 
1990; Peppers and Rogers 1995; Reichheld 1996). But not only that, several approaches to 
implementing these activities of relationship marketing have been advocated (e.g., Baye 1995; 
DeSouza 1992; Rosenberg and Czepiel 1984). But still no set of best practice has been promoted. 
Indeed, Grande (1996) and Pinto (1996) suggest that no guidelines guarantee an effective 
implementation. Moreover, the measuring of returns on relationship marketing is still in its 
infancy (Gummesson 1997) - the literature has focused mostly on customer retention and levels 
of customer and employee satisfaction (Heskett 1987; Reichheld 1993). However, there is 
evidence to suggest that returns on relationship marketing may not be well correlated to 
satisfaction, let alone loyalty (Jones and Sasser 1995; Stewart 1997). 
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There are thus gaps in our knowledge with regard to how to develop effective programmes of 
relationship marketing and how to monitor and measure the level of effectiveness of such 
programmes. Overall, this research project therefore seeks to identify activities, if any, that if 
practised can be presented as substantive evidence of the practice of relationship marketing itself. 
The research project also seeks to identify best practices of implementing and monitoring these 
activities and ways of measuring the returns on actual programmes of relationship marketing. 
Consider for example trust that is often seen as an important element of relationship marketing 
(e.g., Anderson and Narus 1990; Anderson and Weitz 1992; Ganesan 1994; Geyskens and 
Steer&amp 1995; Moorman et al. 1992; Morgan and Hunt 1994; Young and Wilkinson 1989). It 
is traditionally argued that trust emerges from factors specific to the buyer-seller interaction but 
recent research suggests that there are other sources of trust (Johnson and Grayson 1999). If so, 
the historical focusing on process-based trust is too restrictive a perspective. This research project 
thus investigates whether the different sources of trust are additional strategic variables for 
marketers to consider by asking, Are trust and economic success on the one hand and the positive 
effect of trust on anticipated future interactions on the other hand correlated? 
The Main Research Questions 
A research project was established with the primary aim of developing the theory of relationship 
marketing by studying contemporary practices of relationship marketing. There are four main 
research questions comprising the project, 
l Are there identifiable activities that, if practised, can be presented as substantive 
evidence of the practice of relationship marketing itseIj? 
l Are there identifiable patterns in the way activities of relationship marketing are 
implemented? 
l How, fat all, are programmes of relationship marketing monitored? 
l In what way(s), fat all, might returns on relationship marketing be measured? 
The Context for the Research Project 
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In the international business arena buyers and sellers are forming closer ties (Ellram 1992; 
Grarnnegaard 1998; Lewin and Johnston 1997; Morris and Hergert 1987). However, only f&v 
studies (e.g., Ahmed et al. 1998; Freytag 1991; Freytag and Nielsen 1990; Madsen 1987) have 
empirically examined the role and nature of such business relationships. This research project 
studies contemporary practices of relationship marketing in the international food supply chain, 
more specifically the Danish-British and New Zealand-British food supply chains. The British 
food market is an appropriate setting for the research project. Although one of the world’s largest 
food exporters, Britain still imports products from sectors where it does not have an inherent 
competitive disadvantage. The reason is said to be associated with strong relationships between . . the British importers and the foreign exporters as opposed to efficiency of production (Shaw 
1994; Woolven 1996). 
Denmark and New Zealand are two of the major food producers and exporters for the British 
consumer. Although both countries have many similar trading patterns the marketing philosophy 
and way of conducting business may be different from each other (Coviello et al. 1998; 
Rasmussen 1998). For example, the resemblance between New Zealand and Britain in legal and 
accounting systems - and also in business practice - makes Britain an ideal country in which New 
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Zealand farmers can introduce their products or increase their current sales (Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 1988). As we saw in the previous paper on data collection and analysis (Lindgreen and 
Crawford 1999a), these similarities and differences allow for a robust multiple case study design. 
Moreover, relationship marketing has not previously been studied in the setting of the Danish- 
British and New Zealand-British food supply chains (Lindgreen 1998). 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
In the following, the overall research methodology is briefly summarised. For specific details, 
please refer to Lindgreen and Crawford (1999a). Three subjects are discussed, 
l JustiJication of paradigm. 
l Case research method. 
l Developing theoryfiom case research data. 
Justification of Paradigm 
With the many schools on relationship marketing it is difficult and not desirable to begin with a 
set of hypotheses, in particular because the objective of this research project is to understand how 
practitioners have implemented relationship marketing. It has thus been suggested that, 
“The exploratory research is appropriate to any problem about which little is known. 
Exploratory research then becomes the foundation for a good study. ” (Churchill 1997: _ - 
103) 
And so realism is the appropriate epistemological guide for this research project and the case 
research method is the appropriate research method (please refer to next section). Relationship 
marketing is contemporary and pre-paradigmatic. There is no consensus as to what it constitutes, 
and no accepted principles and constructs have been established. Moreover, in contrast to critical 
theory and constructivism, realism does not suffer from the limitations of re&tivism. According 
to realism, there is an external reality that can be reached by collectmg observable and 
unobservable phenomena. Finally, findings are evaluated by ways of reliability and validity, 
consideration of research topic and methodology, peer and examiner reviews, etc. This evaluation rt .-r c ‘i is not so evident in other paradigms such as critical theory and constructivism (Easterby-Smith et . . al. 199 1; Guba and Lincoln 1994; Perry 1998). 
Case Research Method 
The business culture and the structure of production and marketing systems in Denmark and New 
Zealand are contextual variables with a possible significant effect on the adoption and 
implementation of relationship marketing (Lindgreen 1998). Therefore, for probing into the 
research questions the case research method is considered the most suitable strategy. Also, 
relationship marketing is an on-going phenomenon and must be investigated within its real-life 
context and that allows little prospect of simplifying matters by excluding some variables whilst 
controlling and manipulating others. Moreover, the case research method facilitates the 
exploration of complex social processes by taking a holistic perspective on real-life events with 
all of their potentially rich and meaningful characteristics intact. Uniquely, the method avoids the 
need to pre-select the context type variables to be included in the investigations. Instead the 
researcher observes the important contextual variables impinging on the behaviour of interest, 
over time (Crawford 1997; Punch 1998; Yin 1994). 
Developing Theory from Case Research Data 
For an overview of the process for developing theory from case research data, please refer to 
Figure 1. 
1: 
Getting started 
2: 
Selecting cases 
1 
3: 
Crafting instruments 
and protocols 
1 
4: 
Entering the field 
1 
5: 
Analysing data 
1 
6: 
Shaping hypotheses 
1 
7: 
4 -,* tj ‘ i 
‘; 
Enfolding literature 
1 
8: 
Reaching closure 
% 
To avoid loss of research focus and to help shape the initial process of theory building, tentative 
research questions, and potentially important constructs with reference to extant literature were 
specified. 
Cases were chosen for theoretical reasons. In order to understand a relationship and to allow for 
triangulation, both sides of buyer-seller dyads were contacted This was arranged by networking 
from Danish and New Zealand exporters toward British importers. 
The main instrument o obtain data (such as basic characteristics of the food exporters and a 
thorough portrait of their relational marketing activities) was in-depth, face-to-f& interviews. An 
interview protocol was developed. 
Respondents were first contacted by telephone, second by a covering letter. Respondents were 
interviewed in multiple-hour sessions, over time. In order to secure reliability, interviews wem 
tape-recorded and later transcribed. 
Interview data were analysed in two stages: within-case analysis involving write-ups for each w 
and cross-case analysis involving searches for cross-case patterns. 
By measuring constructs and verifying relationships, hypotheses were shaped. Definitions of 
constructs were refined and evidence that measures those constructs were built up. 
In order to note consistencies with and departures from other findings emergent concepts, theories 
or hypotheses were compared with the extant literature. This process also enhanced the internal 
validity, generalisability and theoretical level of theory building. 
It is likely that the final research will include betw.een five cases. IdeaIIy, however, the iteration 
between theory and data should stop when the incremental improvement to theory is minimal. It 
is probable that time will determine when to reach closure. 
Figure 1. Steps in Developing Theory from Case Research Data 
Of note, multiple case studies are prone to loss of focus and an interview protocol was developed 
(please refer to Table 1) following the guidelines of Crawford (1997) and Yin (1994). 
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Table 1. Topics from the original interview protocol 
1: 
I 
I 
E 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1: Practising relationship marketing 
. Joint planning 
. MMufauuringto~ amtomdr specifiutbaa 
. Nqothtbn of price. dii. customw lista, etc. 
. Jaintpaformancercvim 
. Infofmuion exchange 
. Just-in-time bgistiu 
2: Implementing relationship marketing 
. Design, implem~ assrssmcnt and redesiin 
. Gmpany audits 
. Foau groups and questionnaires 
. Stafftraining 
. Communication 
3: Monitoring relationship marketing 
. cwtomam 
. thtomcx loyalty (attmdon and aatirfactbn) 
. shueofalstoma 
. Employee utirfaction 
. vllue flow aucmcnt 
. Savice tracking Iystem 
. Complaint tracking system 
4: Measuring relationship marketing 
. Life4imc vdue of customel 
. Strength of rdationshipr 
. Non-opporhmistic hchwiour 
. Mutual bcnems 
FLENSTED CATERING A/S 
Founded in 1966, Ole Flensted Holding A/S is among the 500 fastest growing companies in 
Europe. It is one of the key actors in the Danish and Swedish salad and potato industry but 
operates in Britain and Germany, too. Recently, a range of fish, pasta and pizza products was 
added to the assortment. Its six subsidiary companies (Flensted A/S, Flensted Catering A/S, 
Flensted Konserves A/S, Flensted Potatis A/S, Flensted Skuma Griinsaker A/S and Vattempotatis 
A/S) have a combined annual turnover of DKK 350 million and a workforce of more than 300. 
Flensted Catering A/S caters for some 4,000 customers who include hospitals, prisons, hotels and 
canteens. It has an annual turnover of DKK 190 million and a workforce of 77 employees. 
Among the workforce are 34 so-called sales chauffeurs (i.e., in addition to delivering the goods 
the chauffeurs do selling and advising) and 17 sales consultants, geographically based at 7 sales 
offices throughout Denmark. (All figures are for 1996/97.) 
Competition in the food industry is becoming fiercer not only because the number of possible 
customers are declining and demand has reached saturation but also because advances in 
technology have reduced the potential for unique product differentiation (Hughes 1994; Tansey 
and Worsley 1995; Woolven 1996). Flensted Catering A/S was known to have implemented a 
programme of relationship marketing (Christensen 1998; Hvidt et al. 1998; Laursen 1997). And 
so Flensted Catering A/S was approached for a case study. Said the marketing director, 
“The strategy for success - Flensted Catering A/S finds - is to maintain relationships (i.e., 
customer retention) and to enhance relationships (i.e., customer share) with customers so 
that both parties gain jkom the relationship. And this is our definition of relationship 
marketing. ” 
Flensted Catering A/S chose this particular strategy because the cost of serving existing 
customers is considerably less than that of new customers since transactions become routinised 
with both the buyer and seller building upon their past experiences and knowledge of service and 
administrative procedures. Moreover, the monitoring of sales and customer retention shows that 
profits increase with retained customers who also buy more of the other products that the 
company offers. Finally, the close buyer-seller relationship is considered a pre-requisite for new 
generations of products to be innovated and produced. Thus customer suggestions often result in 
improved products and procedures. 
t 
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According to the marketing director the firm’s relationship marketing philosophy and its 
objectives can be summarised as follows, 
“Marketing activities need to be directed to a number of d@erent markets because there is 
a relationship between profitability, the customer market and the internal market. When 
customer retention is high, customers and employees are satisfied which means that 
employee retention goes up - personal relationships between customers and employees can 
then be formed and customer retention rises even further. But there are other benefits: for 
example, the value of customer-focused staff training is increased. Overall, value is added 
to the products which can be sold at premium prices. ” 
However, in the early 199Os, the management at Flensted Catering A/S recognised that while 
they had paid sufficient attention to customer attraction, customer retention had received 
inadequate consideration. Indeed, a 1996 company audit, carried out by a consultancy company, 
revealed that although Flensted Catering A/S was good at winning customers it retained only 80 
per cent losing 20 per cent every year. That is, on an average, every five years the original 
customer base was lost (see later discussion). To address the question of how to maintain, and 
enhance, relationships with its customers, Flensted Catering A/S embarked on a three-phase 
programme of relationship marketing (Figure 2). 
1: The design phase 
Company audit 
Focus groups 
Ql&iOMailCS 
2: The implementation 
Pb= 
- Project teams 
Customer-focused stafT 
training 
Communicrtion 
’ 3: The assessment 
Pb= 
Customer loyalty 
(maction and 
s&faction) 
Customer retention 
md customer share 
Employee satisfaction 
Figure 2. Three-phase programme of relationship marketing 
The Design Phase 
To‘gain a better understanding of why Flensted Catering A/S lost 20 per cent of its customer base 
every year, 140 customers (20 customers from each sales office so as to get a representative 
sample) attended focus groups to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the company. Strengths 
included a good assortment to choose from, helpful and knowledgeable staff, and ‘inspiration 
leaflets’. Weaknesses included late or wrong deliveries, no up-dated products and price lists, and 
inefficient distribution of samples. Points raised from the 7 two-hour meetings were analysed and 
put into a 115-issues questionnaire that was sent to all 4,000 customers - typically the purchasing 
manager within that particular company. Some 1,200 questionnaires were returned. 
After an initial analysis the responses were ranked according to their perceived importance. 
Although a response rate below 50 per cent often is said to be poor, Flensted Catering A/S did 
not find it too worrying that ‘only’ 30 per cent of the customers sent back the questionnaire. 
However, in an effort to learn about the remaining 70 per cent the company invited all of its 
customers to complete a somewhat reduced questionnaire a year later. To increase the response 
rate further, this time all contributors participated in a lottery draw. This case study is based upon 
the reduced questionnaire sample - together with other business documents and in-depth, face-to- 
face interviews with the marketing director and members of the board, over time. 
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The Implementation Phase 
To deal with some of the more substantive problems identified in the design phase small project 
teams were put together. Teams, consisting of sales chauffeurs, sales consultants, sales office 
leaders and administrative personnel, were provided with the necessary support and resources. 
For illustration, team members were discharged fi=om their normal duties that meant that fellow 
colleagues experienced additional work pressure. When members thus can devote themselves 
entirely to a customer complaint everyone knows that the management is serious about the whole 
programme. In order for employee empowerment to work there have been investments in proper 
customer-focused staff training enhancing such different skills as industry knowledge, customer 
service, communication, presentation and team work. Project teams were steered by a special 
committee, Frit Forum,3 composed of the management at Ole Flensted Holding A/S and Flensted 
Catering A/S. 
Frequent, effective communication is seen as one of the main reasons why Flensted Catering A/S 
has been more successtil than its closest competitors: communication builds trust. It was decided 
to publish a quarterly company newsletter, Frit Nyt,4 informing both customers and employees of 
current and planned progress. Furthermore, customers were invited to attend a site visit at 
Flensted Catering A/S, and regular telephone contact was maintained with customers by the sales 
consultants while sales chauffeurs met with the customers twice a week. Finally, each customer 
has been provided with a stock of green and yellow post-free ‘To the Managing Director’ 
coupons the idea being that in the event of a complaint the yellow coupon is mailed and in the 
case of an extraordinary positive experience the green coupon is posted. Both compliments and 
complaints are communicated to the sales leader who has no more than one hour to rectify a 
‘yellow’ situation. In every issue of Frit Nyt a number of these green and yellow customer 
remarks appear with a discussion of what action was taken on earlier complaints. 
The Assessment Phase 
To assess the design and the implementation phases three measurements were 
loyalty, customer retention and customer share and finally employee satisfaction. 
Customer loyalty 
used, customer 
Customer loyalty was measured employing a loyalty accounting matrix that follows a customer’s 
relative attraction to, and satisfaction with, Flensted Catering A/S (Figure 3). Every customer is 
categorised according to a colour scheme: green, yellow and red. In contrast to ‘yellow 
customers’ and ‘red customers’, ‘ green customers’ are generally more attracted to, and satisfied 
with, the company than competing businesses. Although ‘red customers’ and ‘yellow customers’ 
have the potential of turning green, experience has taught Flensted Catering A/S that ‘red 
customers’ are strongly deal-oriented and will usually move their business around to suppliers of 
lower priced products. With that knowledge, Flensted Catering A/S concentrated its efforts on the 
‘green customers’ and ‘yellow customers’. Customer records show that in 1996 14 per cent of the 
customers were ‘green’ but already a year after the implementation of the programme the number 
had risen to 20 per cent. Indeed, following the two-year programme, 43 per cent of the customers 
3 In English, Free Forum. 
4 In English, Free News. 
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believed that Flensted Catering A/S had become a better supplier with only 3 per cent having the 
opposite view. 
Satisfaction with Flensted Catering A/S 
Relative attraction to Flensted Catering A/S 
Figure 3. Customer loyalty 
Customer retention and customer share 
In the case of customer retention, most customers have products delivered twice a week and 
Flensted Catering A/S considers them lost if they have not had their usual shipments in the last 
two weeks* A retained customer is thus defined as one who over a two-week period buys the 
same (or more) amount of products from the company. IIJ the case of customer retention, because 
Flensted Catering A/S knows which products the customer buys, it can calculate its sales as a 
percentage of total possible sales thus giving the share of the customers’ business that Flensted 
Catering A/S was capturing. Results from the programme are impressive: an analysis of customer 
records reveal that customer retention has gone up from 80 per cent to 94 per cent which means 
that the average length of a customer relationship has increased from 5 years to 20 years. 
Provided that customer retention stays at 94 per cent, the value of an average customer will have 
gone up by 300 per cent. 
Employee satisfaction 
Flensted Catering A/S has adopted a simple philosophy explained the marketing director, 
“Green employees result in green customers. ” 
‘Green employees’ are those who can answer and respond to customer queries competently and 
who are helpful, eager and committed to the company. The approach to achieve employee 
satisfaction has been a five-fold process (Figure 4). 
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1: Standards * 2: Personnel + 3: Training -@ 4: Performance -W 5: Rewards 
4 4 A 
Figure 4. Approach to achieve employee satisfaction 
First, the so-called 10 Flensted Commandments set out the standards for the company and its 
employees. The commandments are displayed throughout the organisation. Second, only 
personnel with the capacity to actually ‘live’ these commandments were employed; as can be 
seen in job descriptions in newspapers, sales office leaders were usually recruited from within the 
company after having shown commitment to the high principles for a number of years. Third, 
staff was trained so that their knowledge and skills met customer requirements; all employees 
thus participated in several intensive customer-focused training and development programmes 
throughout the year. Fourth, staff performance was monitored annually in so-called ‘climate 
check-ups’. Fifth, staff competence was rewarded; for instance, sales consultants were paid 
according to customer retention and not solely customer attraction. Findings from the two-year 
old programme implied that sales offices with a majority of ‘green sales consultants’ have seen 
the number of ‘green customers’ increase; in addition, these employees have acted as role models 
for less green employees. 
A new data system is currently being set up that will allow sales consultants to monitor sales to a 
given customer in two ways. First, sales for a particular month are compared to the sales for the 
same month in the previous year. Second, daily sales in the current year are contrasted to the 
corresponding daily sales for the previous year. Whenever there is a fall in sales in the current 
year, compared to the previous year, the sales office leader will contact the customer to determine 
the reason. Interestingly, no customer has found this inquiry intrusive; if anything, customers 
think of the initiative as confidence inspiring and trust building. Another initiative will seek to 
underline senior management’s commitment to relationship marketing: the marketing director 
will visit all the sales offices and speak personally with each of the ‘sales chauffeurs’ explaining 
to them how they can increase customer loyalty and thus customer retention. 
THE DANISH-BRITISH BACON SUPPLY CHAIN 
At almost DKK 100 billion annually, total agricultural exports equate to over 30 per cent of 
Denmark’s total export earnings. Pig meat is the most important export with about 8 per cent of 
total export earnings. About 80 per cent of the Danish pig meat is exported with two-thirds going 
to EU countries. Almost 20 per cent of the pig meat export and about 90 per cent of the total 
bacon export are for the British market (Boon 1998; Danske Slagterier 1998). However, in recent 
years, Denmark’s share of the British food market has fallen. That development has caused 
concern, 
“For the Dane, in a country with few natural resources other than farming, it is important 
to maintain a share of world ,l$ood] trade. ” (Tansey and Worsley 1995: 174) 
II 
For example, market power has shifted toward British retailers and consumers and that has 
changed both bargaining relationships and social relationships. Furthermore, farmers in Britain 
now has a potential comparative advantage in producing and processing pigs because of high- 
quality pigs and low-cost labour force. More importantly is perhaps the fact that British farmers, 
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processors and retailers have adapted to consumer demands for environmentally friendly farming 
systems and especially safe and high quality meat products and animal welfare (Shaw 1994). 
Safe and High Quality Meat Products 
In the 1980s and certainly in the 199Os, there have been several crises of consumer confidence in 
Britain as a result of poor food safety and quality such as outbreaks of Salmonella, Escherichia 
coli and Camphylobacter (Tansey and Worsley 1995). British consumers have also voiced their 
concern over the increasing use of growth hormones in livestock systems and genetically 
modified organisms. Most recently, research has linked bovine spongiform encephalopathy in 
cattle to a new variant of Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease. The number of cases of Creutzfeldt-Jacob 
disease now stands at forty in Britain (Murray 1999). As a result, British consumers want to be 
assured that the food supply chain is designed to deliver safe and high quality meat products. 
Animal Welfare 
From 1 January 1999, sows in Britain must be kept in stall-and-tether free production systems. 
The legislation affects only Britain who nevertheless argue that British retailers must impose the 
same restriction on Danish farmers because otherwise they can sell at lower prices as they do not sa 
have to invest in new production systems. The biggest British retailers have already announced 
that they will follow the demands from the British farmers and it is probable that other retailers 
will follow suit. Well in excess of 80 per cent of British pig meat production now complies with 19 
the new legislation. After some hesitation Danish farmers are catching up, however, and at this 
time about 15 per cent of the Danish pig meat production conforms to British legislation 
(Andersen 1998a; May 1998; Vestjyske Slagterier A/S 1997; Vig 1998).5 
One response has been for the Danish food industry to launch a research initiative combining 
technological research with consumer science research to make value-added products thus hoping 
to create competitive advantages over its international competitors. Danish farmers have also 
examined the practice of stall-and-tether production and tail clipping. Moreover, they are 
discussing the use of inclusion of meat and bone meal in rations (Meat and Livestock 
Commission 1997; Tansey and Worsley 1995). Yet a third response has been effective 
communication between all sectors of the food supply chain including providing consumers with 
, 7% F assurances about production methods in addition to safety and quality of the meat products ? -. (Sloyan 1998). The main focus for this case study is such meat assurance schemes. 
Key Players in the Danish Pig (and Bacon) Production 
In 1997, the total production of pigs in Denmark was 21,126,557 of which 19,153,208 were 
supplied to Danish Crown A/S, Vestjyske Slagterier A/S, Steff-Houlberg A/S and TiCan A/S 
(Danske Slagterier 1998). It is difficult to point at the most successful Danish slaughterhouse 
(Table 2). 
’ Of note: The problem for Danish farmers is that when they conform to British legislation they automatically turn 
off other markets. At the moment, the middle of a pig is sent to Britain and the shoulder is sent to Germany. With a 
stall-and-tether free production system the shoulder can no longer be sold in Germany at a price premium because 
there is no demand for that type of pig meat product. Danish farmers and slaughterhouses will therefore have to use 
the whole carcass in Britain. This is the dilemma Danish farmers are facing when deciding whether to changed to a 
stall-and-tether free production system or not. 
- 
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Table 2. Performance measures of Danish pig slaughterhouses (late 1990s) 
Pefformance measure Unit Danish Crown Vestjyske Slagterier Steff-Houlberg TiCan 
General figures 
Turnover 
Market share 
[million DKK] 
WI 
12,178 9,911 3,806 1,120 
49.7 30.9 13.9 5.5 
Profitability 
Return on sales 
Return on assets 
Return on equity 
6.1 5.4 5.5 6.0 
17.7 13.8 14.7 22.8 
93.8 72.8 93.1 78.1 
Growth 
Growth in turnover 
Growth in operating profit 
10.2 8.5 -1.4 10.3 
7.5 -11.7 -13.5 44.4 
Efftciency 
Total asset turnover 
Turnover per employee 
Operating profit per employee 
PKKI 
PW 
2.9 2.6 2.6 3.9 
1,591,697 1,928,912 1,476,719 1,564,016 
97,323 102,759 81,077 93,075 
Profitability relative to production volume 
Number of pigs [million] 
Pork produced [million kg] 
Turnover [DKWlOO kg] 
Production costs [DKWlOO kg] 
Operating profit [DKWlOO kg] 
Net result [DKlWOO kg] 
Pork price including patronage refund [DKKIkg] 
93526 5,918 2,661 (a) 1,048 
683.5 417.2 190.0 74.0 
1,782 2,376 2,000 1,514 
1,680 2,262 1,857 1398 
102 114 143 116 
84 93 69 87 
11.17 11.16 11.04 II.16 
1 
Figures in bold indicate best performing slaughterhouse. (a) Beyond pigs received from Sweden 1997: 2.930 head. 
Source: Boon (I 998), Danske Slagterier (I 998). 
More importantly, however, is that Steff-Houlberg A/S is oriented strongly toward the Danish 
market and that TiCan A/S has only recently installed its own marketing and distribution 
activities (Boon 1998). It was therefore decided not to include those two slaughterhouses in the 
case study because relationships have not had time to settle. In addition to Danish Crown h/S and 
Vestjyske Slagterier A/S, the industry association Danske Slagterier, the secondary processor 
Tulip International A/S and the distributor ESS-Food A/S were brought into the study. Dmskc 
Slagterier co-ordinates the overall marketing of Danish bacon, ESS-Food A/S distributes 20 ptx 
cent of all Danish pig meat, and Tulip International A/S ‘channels’ all bacon from Danish Crown 
A/S to the British market. ESS-Food A/S is owned by Danish Crown A/S, Steff-Houlberg A/S 
and TiCan A/S, and Tulip International A/S is controlled by Danish Crown A/S and ESS-Food 
A/S. However, both organisations operate on market conditions and are only loosely associated 
to their parent companies (Boon 1998; Danske Slagterier 1998). 
1 
The Competitiveness of the Danish Pig Industry 
Based upon both literature studies (e.g., Andersen 1998a, 1998b, 1998~; Boon 1998; Vig 1998) 
and discussions with marketing directors and senior managers from the participating 
organisations, the competitiveness of the Danish pig industry was first assessed using Porter’s 
five forces model (Porter 1985). Overall, this assessment shows that retailers want timely 
deliveries of high quality, consistent meat products at low prices from preferred processors and 
that farmers want to supply the market with meat products at guaranteed prices. The consumers 
expect meat products not to vary between purchases and, most importantly, they demand that 
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meat products are safe and of high quality and that farming methods are environmentally friendly 
and that they conform to animal welfare (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Competitiveness of the Danish pig industry based upon Porter’s five forces model 
Meat Assurance Schemes 
As earlier mentioned, there are different sources of trust. For example, system trust is written 
down in rules and controlled by legislative and regulatory institutions such as trade commissions 
and health departments. People base their trust upon the written rules and how effective the 
legislative and regulatory institutions are in enforcing the rules. Process-based trust is developed 
through repeated interactions between two parties, and so process-based trust depends on the 
behaviour of each party and the history of interactions among the parties. It appears that trust is 
built through ‘spiral re-enforcement’: thus process-based trust moves from being fragile to being 
resilient (Johnson and Grayson 1999). 
The case study found that when one source of trust is failing it becomes necessary for marketers 
to draw on other sources. Thus when the British government failed to protect its citizens from 
bovine spongiform encephalopathy infected beef retailers in the Danish-British bacon supply 
chain realised that they could no longer rely on the government to foster comfort with food safety 
and quality. And so the retailers turned from the British legislation to their own meat assurance 
schemes. The retailers did so believing that with such schemes (1) there is greater food product 
safety and quality as problems can more quickly be identified and (2) the diligence with which 
the retailer, and the farmer and processor, operate can be communicated to the consumer. And 
communication was felt to foster trust resulting in the consumers continuing to buy the meat 
products. 
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In Britain, meat assurance schemes set up by the retailers include the ‘Farm Assured British Pigs 
scheme’ and the ‘Scottish Pig Industry Initiative scheme’. The former scheme has some 1,800 
members, equal to 70 per cent of national kill. The latter scheme has 270 members, equal to 80 
per cent of national kill (Baines and Davies 1998). Also the British meat processors are setting up 
their own meat assurance schemes. Malton Foods is one of the biggest players in the British pig 
slaughterhouse and processing industry. By banning castration and inclusion of meat and bone 
meal in rations, Malton Foods’ meat assurance scheme goes further than what British retailers 
have required (Andersen 1998c). In a response to the British meat assurance schemes, a quality 
assurance scheme has been launched in Denmark. At this time, about 150 pig breeders, equal to 
10 per cent of national production, have qualified (Boesen 1998; Larrain 1998; Lindhardt 1998). 
The case study also shows that process-based trust can replace system trust and be applied as a 
valuable strategic variable. Through campaigns British consumers pressed for improved animal 
welfare, and the British government turned these requirements into legislation. And in an effort to 
comply with the British consumers the Danish farmers are not only changing to stall-and-tether 
free production systems but are also looking into their practice of teeth-and-tail clipping and the 
inclusion of meat and bone meal in rations. The result has been that British consumers feel that 
the Danish farmers can be relied on and so also process-based trust has led to greater trust with 
the consumers continuing to the buy the meat products. 
Inter-organisational Relationships 
It has been suggested that in adopting relati&ship marketing businesses must make a transition to 
a more horizontal organisation in which employees from different departments in the seller and 
buyer organisations work together in multi-disciplinary groups (Christopher et al. 1991). The 
relationship between Vestjyske Slagterier A/S and Roach Foods Limited, its single biggest 
customer, is typical (Figure 6). There are monthly meetings between the sales department at 
Vestjyske Slagterier A/S and the purchasing department at Roach Foods Limited where sales 
volumes and prices for the following month are agreed. On a daily basis, the logistics department 
at Vestjyske Slagterier A/S keeps in contact with the operations department at Roach Foods 
Limited, as do technicians from the two businesses. Finally, senior managers from the two 
businesses meet with each other, when necessary. 
Vestjyske Slagterier AIS Roach Foods Limite 
Technicians 
Logistics Operation 
Senior managers Senior managers 
Figure 6. Multiple points of contacts between Vestjyske Slagterier A/S and Roach Foods 
Limited 
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Multiple Dyads 
Most models of business relationships have been built around the buyer-seller dyad. However, 
authors such as Anderson (1994), Christopher et al. (1991), Gummesson (1995a), Morgan and 
Hunt (1994) and Webster (1992) argue that a business must engage in a number of equally 
important dyads. Once again, this study identified several such important dyads including 
farmers, primary and secondary processors, retailers, consumers, ancillary suppliers (e.g., 
ingredients, packaging and distributors), referrals (e.g., journalists), ‘influencers’ (e.g., the 
government), employees and consumers (Table 3). 
Table 3. Dyads in the bacon supply chain 
Dyad Example 
Processor - retailer 
Processor - employee 
Processor - packaging 
Processor - farmer 
Processor - slaughterhouse 
The processor’s brand culture is taken back to farmers and slaughterhouses. 
Distributor - processor The distributor binds together all sectors in the bacon supply chain. Because the distributor tic\ tlmc 
Distributor - retailer to nurture a business relationship they are difficult to replace or even bypass. 
Industry association - farmer The association advises the farmer on how best to breed and feed pigs. 
Industry association - press The association publishes articles in the daily press and academic journals not only to inform the wlr 
but also to put specific issues on the agenda. The association also arranges seminars and site \ IS&~ I
farms, slaughterhouses and Danske Slagterier. 
Industry association - processor 
Industry association - retailer 
Retailer - consumer 
The processor advises the retailer on the range of bacon to be stocked, lay-out and price with the aim of 
maximising the return across the whole range. 
The processor encourages a brand culture. It does so through ‘dedicated brand lines’, internal 
conferences, advertising, etc. For example, only the best skilled employees work at the ‘dedicated 
brand lines’. At internal conferences, the marketing department tells about the commercial value of the 
brands. Internal advertising includes displays of the company’s quality food rewards, certificates and 
posters from bacon campaigns. 
The processor relies heavily on innovative packaging to differentiate itself from own-labels. Its 
technicians Berefore work together with the packaging supplier in order to develop enviro#mcntall\ 
friendly packaging, re-sealable packaging, etc. 
Processors and retailers are invited to farms, slaughterhouses and Danske Slagterier. In co-operation 
with processors and retailers, the association plans the overall marketing of Danish bacon. 
The retailers pro-actively enter into a dialogue with the consumers in order to learn what they want. 
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A Programme of Relationship Marketing 
Tulip International A/S has implemented a three-phase programme of relationship marketing 
(Figure 7). With the programme Tulip International A/S seeks to enter a partnership with the 
consumers, a relationship built upon trust. Said one marketing director, 
“A lot of our classical marketing skills are as much as getting our product on the shclfand 
through to the end-consumer as they are just to influence the end-consumer. Bur i’ see 
relationship marketing somewhat by-passing the retailer - where we are almost ralking 
directly to the end-user. And we are not talking so much about the place - we are just 
talking about the relationship between the manufacturer of a brand and the end-user. ” 
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For example, in traditional marketing consumers can call the firm if they have a complaint. But in 
the case of Tulip International A/S, consumers are encouraged to come forward with whatever 
comments they have. The business feels that doing this it will learn about what the consumers 
want and it also builds up a consumer database that is of use if, say, a new product is to be tested. 
1: The first phase, advertising 
l Television advertising, kmg the main medium 
0 Emphasis on specific bmnd benefits, but pm&t 
must still be a compiimntary offer to owhbels 
l On-pack offers as loyalty reward for regular 
P&f= 
2: ‘Ihe second phase, care-line 
0 ‘Care-line’ on bacon packs: telephone nun&r and 
rcwardstoconsumcrs~calling 
0 dksumnce flom production dire&r (signahm on 
pack) 
0 htabaseofhbrandconsm 
3: The third phase, competition 
0 Radiohqpine conqetitions running over three 
l4eeks 
4: Future phases, direct mail 
0 Directmiltomtainmnsumrsegmn~ 
l Free sampling in stores and shopping malls 
l Point-ofsale materials 
Figure 7. The programme of relationship marketing at Tulip International A/S 
It is interesting that Tulip International A/S is interested in both attracting new consumers and 
keeping old consumers. Said the same marketing director, 
“As far as I am concerned, our business is just about selling more brand and ifthat means 
that one of those options is to sell more to my existing users - then fine. If I can attract new 
users to the brand - then that is also fine. I wouldn ‘t discount one to the favour of the 
other. ” 
MD FOODS A/S 
MD Foods A/S is one of the most important players in the Danish-British dairy chains. Since its 
formation in 1970 MD Foods A/S has grown to become the largest dairy company in Denmark. 
Moreover, as the potential for growth within Denmark is limited the company established MD 
Foods International Limited in 1989 for the purpose of operating an international dairy business 
and MD Foods A/S is now the fourth largest dairy group in Europe. With large acquisitions and 
subsequent rationalisations and concentrations MD Foods A/S is the third largest liquid milk 
company in Britain. Indeed, 80 per cent of MD Foods International’s turnover derives from 
Britain (MD Foods A/S 1999). The case study included MD Foods A/S in Denmark and in 
Britain. 
MD Foods A/S has been strongly oriented toward the international market, in particular the 
British market, since the beginning of this century. Since the late 1980’s the company has 
actively been comparing and contrasting transaction marketing to relationship marketing. This 
work evolved naturally from MD Foods A/S’ traditional trade marketing approach. At MD Foods 
A/S, relationship marketing is understood in terms of (1) vertical value adding chains, (2) 
category management and (3) efficient consumer response. Said one British marketing director, 
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“[Relationship marketing/, at MD Foods, is composed of vertical value adding chains, 
category management and efficient consumer response, and most of our marketing eflorts 
are directed towards these three issues. ” 
Relationship Marketing at MD Foods A/S 
Let’s briefly discuss each of the three sub-approaches to relationship marketing. In order to 
understand vertical value adding chains let’s consider Porter’s notion of an individual firm’s 
value chain (Porter 1985). The value chain is made up of generic categories of activities that are 
linked together by shared characteristics, and a firm achieves a competitive advantage if it does 
these activities at a lower cost or better than its competitors. The channel value chain, according 
to Stem and El-Ansary (1992), is formed through linkages, co-ordinations and joint optimisations 
between the value chains of channel members. Again, competitive advantages are created 
through lower cost or enhanced differentiation. The value is the amount consumers are willing to 
pay for a product. Category management seeks to increase retail sales for a particular overall 
category and to develop new products within this category instead of focusing on a particular 
product. The implications of this strategy are that the retailers and consumers together decide 
which products will be in the particular category, not the rebate given by the manufacturer 
(Gronnegaard 1998). Efficient consumer response, really, is employing vertical value adding 
chains, category management, logistics and information technology to satisfy consumer demands. 
Segmentation of Suppliers and Customers 
MD Foods segments its suppliers and customers into five different groups according to their 
transactional and relational orientation (Figure 8). Explained one marketing director, 
‘At MD Foods, there are Jive different segments of business suppliers and customers... We 
assess each supplier or customer according to will, skills and importance. ” 
I Preferred status 1 
I 
The supplier (customer) places 
emphasis on total service and total 
experience 
/-----I Trader status The supplier (customer) places emphasis on total price 
Figure 8. Moving from trader status to preferred status 
Thus, MD Foods A/S is using three overall criteria for deciding when to move a supplier or 
customer from a trader status to a preferred status. These criteria are will, skills and importance. 
A number of sub-criteria that are also commonly used are found in Table 4. 
- 
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Table 4. Will, skills and importance of suppliers and customers 
Criteria Examples of sub-criteria 
Will 0 Willingness to share data 
0 Willingness co-operate 
0 Willingness to commit resources 
I 
b i 
c 
c 
1 
Skills 0 Management team 
0 Employee relations 
0 Training programmes 
0 Marketing orientation 
. Strategic direction 
Importance 0 Financial strength (e.g., revenue, profit/loss, balance sheet) 
0 Sales strength (e.g., sales and technical competence) 
0 Product lines (e.g., competitive, compatible and complementary products) 
l Reputation 
l Market coverage 
Will 
A supplier (customer) must be ready to co-operate, collaborate, co-ordinate and share data. For 
example, MD Foods A/S is cutting its supplier base of plastic bottles down to only one supplier 
and the boundaries between the two firms are blurred, if not erased. Thus, the supplier is 
physically located at MD Foods A/S’ plants. The SAP systems from each of the firms are fully 
integrated so that the supplier can adjust its plastic bottle production to the requirements of MD 
Foods A/S. Indeed, data are shared between the two firms several times a day for updating 
production forecasts. Overall, suppliers and customers should be willing to go for the ‘big bang’ 
meaning that they must appreciate that embracing relationship marketing means doing business 
in a very different way (see later). 
Skills 
However, although a supplier (customer) is willing to engage in close co-operation and 
collaboration this supplier (customer) may not have the necessary skills. For example, it is 
important for MD Foods A/S to know the skills of the supplier’s management team and employee 
force. Do the two firms speak the same language or are the perceptions of marketing orientation 
and strategic direction too different f?om each other? Thus, MD Foods A/S believes that some 
suppliers (customers) are inherently traders and will never move to a preferred status and so they 
continue to do transactional business with them. This has important implications when the 
boundaries between the firms start to erode and MD Foods A/S employees suddenly physically 
are located at the supplier’s (customer’s) site. 
Importance 
Yet, even though a supplier (customer) has both the will and skills this supplier (customer) may 
not be important enough for MD Foods A/S to invest the substantial resources that are required. 
MD Foods A/S must therefore first assess a supplier (customer) on financial strength, sales 
strength and performance as well as its product lines, reputation and market coverage. Only when 
the supplier (customer) meets these criteria satisfactorily will MD Foods A/S start investing in a 
relational business relationship. 
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Some of MD Foods A/S’ numerous suppliers and customers are inherently traders while others 
are not, 
“In the British retail sector, there still are many traders. This will always be the case. And 
you shouldn ‘t treat them as preferred business suppliers or customers. It is the price that 
matters, say, 93 pence per ki logramme. In other wora$ What’s the price? Can you give me 
an offer that I cannot refuse? For example, they [i.e., the traders] will move their business 
around to suppliers ‘of lower priced products, if possible... This is in contrast to the 
preferred business suppliers and customers who are looking for the total service oflering or 
total experience. ”
It is important to note that in order to become a preferred supplier or customer the business must 
have the necessary will and skills and importance, 
“W ith regards to importance, tf a business customer has only little importance for MD 
Foods then it really doesn ‘t matter whether this customer has the necessary will and skills 
. . . It is important to realise that we commit substantive resources to a business 
partnership. ” 
Marketing Practices 
The segmentation of suppliers and customers has resulted in different practices of marketing. 
namely transaction marketing and relationship marketing. In the case of MD Foods AS, the 
focus in transaction marketing is price whereas the focus in relationship marketing is a move 
from single points of contact to mu ltiple points of contact, 
“The old system looked like an inverse butterfly. For example, there was a MD Foods 
system and a business customer system and the contact between those two systems was 
through the key account manager. The key account manager would draw on the expertise 
at MD Foods. Nowadays, this system has literally been reversed... it has been replaced with 
a system with mu ltiple points of contact... We  have got rid of the term key account 
manager.. . Instead we have a business manager. Business managers are not a point of 
contact between two different companies, rather they are door openers, co-ordinators and 
facilitators. ” 
In transaction marketing, MD Foods A/S and the supplier (customer) are working independently 
of each other. The key account manager is the connecting point of contact between the two 
entities. In relationship marketing, however, MD Foods A/S and the supplier (customer) have 
mu ltiple points of contact. Thus, the departments of logistics, marketing, product development 
and quality at MD Foods A/S co-operate and co-ordinate with the same departments at the 
supplier (customer). The firm  is now moving toward the imaginary organisation (Gummesson 
1995b): the boundaries between the firm  and its suppliers and customers are blurred, if not 
erased. For example, just a few years ago three different suppliers delivered plastic m ilk bottles to 
MD Foods A/S. The supplier base is now being cut down to one supplier only (see earlier). And 
with its most important customers MD Foods A/S is planning to have a significant number of its 
employees at the site of the customer. 
Some marketing practices are suitable for transaction marketing while others are more applicable 
to relationship marketing. Table 5 highlights some of these different marketing practices. It is 
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important to note that each marketing strategy has its share of advantages and disadvantages. 
With regards to the chief advantages transactional-oriented businesses remain independent 
whereas relational-oriented businesses accumulate an intimate knowledge of needs of markets. 
With regards to the chief disadvantages transactional-oriented businesses are vulnerable if 
competitors make a better offer whereas relational-oriented businesses are helpless if their close 
suppliers and customers disappear. 
Table 5. Transaction marketing and relationship marketing 
Transaction marketing Relationship marketing 
0 Orientation is on product, price, place and promotion 0 
l Little to moderate emphasis on customer service and l 
communication l 
0 Marketing is a concern of the marketing department l 
l Firms are clearly distinct from each other 
l Drivers for marketing activities are attractive short-time l 
transactions 
. Chief advantage: independence l 
. Chief disadvantage: the firm is in a vulnerable situation if a 
competitor makes a better offer 0 
Orientation is on product benefits 
High emphasis on customer service and communication 
Everyone is a part-time marketer 
The boundaries between firms are blurred, if not completely 
eroded 
Drivers for marketing activities are co-operation, 
collaboration, commitment and trust 
Chief advantage: intimate knowledge of needs of markets 
(developed over time) 
Chief disadvantage: the firm is in a vulnerable situation if 
its business supplier (customer) disappears 
Thus firms should understand whether a business relationship is transactional or relational before 
implementing the marketing activities. 
IMPLICATIONS AND PROPOSITIONS 
One of the fundamental questions of the research project was, 
Should businesses employ a pluralistic approach to marketing - and f this is the CQW tltcn 
how might a business segment its suppliers and customers into transactional and relutrcrnJ 
oriented suppliers and customers? 
There are evidence to suggest that both transaction marketing and relationship marketing are 
relevant for today’s businesses one reason being that some suppliers and customers are traders 
whereas others are serious interested in long-term relationships. The three criteria of will, skills 
and importance might be used for deciding which suppliers and customers are transactional 
oriented and which ones are relational oriented. 
It may be that it is the nature of the business that dictates whether relationship marketing is an 
option. For example, the programme at Flensted Catering A/S is built around a questionnaire to 
4,000 customers; companies with a smaller customer base may find this approach inappropriate 
or even intrusive to its customers. Also, it is interesting that Flensted Catering A/S embarked on 
relationship marketing at a time when it was losing 20 per cent of its customer base each year. 
Perhaps relationship marketing is taken on board only in times of a ‘crisis’. And that decision 
may be triggered by serendipity: at a conference the managing director of Ole Flensted Holding 
A/S met with the consultancy company and became convinced that its approach offered the best 
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solution to the challenges. Or the decision may be influenced by the marketing director’s 
educational background: In this case the marketing director has a ‘cand. mere? 
Another fundamental question of the research project was, 
Are there identtjiable activities that, if practised, can be presented as substantive evidence 
of the practice of relationship marketing itselj? 
Transaction marketing and relationship marketing employ different marketing activities. The case 
studies have identified a number of activities for transaction marketing and relationship 
marketing respectively. For example, activities that are part of relationship marketing include 
listening to customers, project teams, market communications, assurance schemes, customer care 
and systems for monitoring and measuring. 
Yet a third fundamental question of the research project was, 
Are there identifiable patterns in the way activities of relationship marketing are 
implemented? 
The case study on Flensted Catering A/S describes one best practice to implementing a 
programme of relationship marketing, namely a three-phase approach consisting of a design 
phase, an implementation phase and an assessment phase. The phases are distinct from each 
other. This three-phase approach includes a five-fold procedure for achieving employee 
satisfaction: set standards, hire the right personnel, provide training, monitor performance and 
give rewards. The case study on the Danish-British food supply chain describes another best 
practice to implementing a programme aimed at building a partnership between a processor and 
the consumers. The programme consists of four phases: advertising, care-line, competition and 
direct mail. 
An equally important research question was, 
How, $at all, are programmes of relationship marketing monitored? 
Case evidence suggests that a programme of relationship marketing might be monitored using a 
number of measurements: customer loyalty, customer retention, customer share and employee 
satisfaction. When a programme is successful customer loyalty and employee satisfaction 
increase. So, too, do customer retention and customer share. For example, the case study on 
Flensted Catering A/S upholds the notion of a close relationship between customers, employees 
and increased volume of business. In addition to a four-fold increase in the average length of a 
business relationship a number of other returns on the programme were identified such as 
growing employee satisfaction and reformed service and administrative procedures. With a 
prolonged buyer-seller relationship Flensted Catering A/S can reform its service and 
administrative procedures and innovate new generations of products. There are also additional 
sales to retained customers perhaps because customers have been so satisfied with the products 
and service that they find it safe to take the relationship one step further. 
6 In English, MBA. 
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And related to this, another research question was, 
In what way(s), lfat all, might returns on relationship marketing be measured? 
Returns on relationship marketing might be measured in terms of customer retention, customer 
satisfaction and employee satisfaction. The case study on the Danish-British bacon supply chain 
is more cynical: without trust (an important element of relationship marketing) there is no basis 
for a buyer-seller relationship. 
Another question was, 
Are the different sources of trust are additional strategic variables for marketers to 
consider. Or phrased differently, Are trust and economic success on the one hand and the 
positive effect of trust on anticipatedfuture interactions on the other hand correlated? 
There are evidence to suggest that marketers are starting to use these different sources of trust, 
and that there is a positive correlation between trust and economic success. Thus relationship 
marketing builds on trust and co-operation. Certainly, the development of consumer safety 
assurance schemes that must be integrated along the bacon supply chain necessitates trust 
between and co-operation among the sectors (Baines and Davies 1998; Meat and Livestock 
Commission 1997). However, it has been noted that farmers are reluctant to face further controls; 
that the pig industry is not co-operative or open; and that retailers have doubts over whether the 
schemes will work. For example, a retailer may have several suppliers and confidential 
information from an inspection can then incidentally be passed on to another supplier. How is the 
necessary support from farmers, processors and retailers secured? And is there evidence that 
organisations put common goals above individual goals? 
There are a number of other important findings from the three case studies. For example. Flensted 
Catering A/S’s interpretation of relationship marketing gives empirical evidence to authors H ho 
have expanded the buyer-seller dyad with ancillary supply and other relationships. For example. 
according to the six markets model relationships must be built with a number of different but 
equally important markets, namely the internal, the referral, the influence, the employee. the 
supplier and the customer market (Christopher et al. 1991). So far Flensted Catering A/S has 
concentrated on just two of those markets (i.e., the customer and employee markets). But now the 
company will extend its relational activities to include theapplier market because according to 
company policy a customer complaint must be solved within an hour but since the product is 
being supplied from outside there is only so much Flensted Catering A/S can do. 
Corporate commitment is key to the implementation of a relationship marketing programme. This 
observation supports the findings of authors who note that the presence of managerial leadership, 
the level of back-up and resources given to project teams and the personal involvement of the 
marketing director in communicating the importance of relationship marketing are paramount. 
Furthermore, the key role of front-line people in the development of marketing relationships is 
underlined. The employees are deeply involved in the implementation of the programme and that 
means that they feel committed to the changes. In addition, the programme is difficult to copy 
because employees at other companies do not know how to operate in a relationship marketing 
setting. 
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One of the tenets in relationship marketing is that there are multiple points of contact between 
corresponding fLnctions and processes within the buying and selling companies. Certainly, the 
case evidence suggests that employees from the buying and selling organisations work in teams. 
But are inter-organisational relationships built between employees from the organisations as 
suggested by Ennew and Hartley (1998) rather than between the two organisations as proposed 
by Perrien and Ricard (1995)? The implications are daunting: If the answer is that inter- 
organisational relationships build on employees then an organisation can lose business when an 
employee ‘defects’ to a competitor. The findings are mixed: Most organisations believe that 
employees are important elements but than inter-organisational relationships rely more on an 
organisation’s ‘backup’ (e.g., products, price, knowledge of the market structure, financial 
security, image of the organisation, etc.). 
Proposition PI: Businesses must employ both transaction marketing and relationship 
marketing, at the same time. A number of criteria can tell a business whether a supplier or 
customer is transactional or relational oriented. These criteria might be will, skills and 
importance. 
Proposition P2: Relationship marketing uses different marketing activities of which not all may 
be relevant in a specific business situation. Many of these activities are direrent porn the 
activities in transaction marketing. Relational marketing activities include listening to customers, 
project teams, market communications, assurance schemes, customer care and systems for 
monitoring and measuring. 
Proposition P3: There is no one best practice of implementing a programme of relationship 
marketing. It depends not only on the activities of the programme but also on the business and its 
suppliers and customers. Overall, relational programmes might be described in design, 
implementation and assessment phases. Moreover, such programmes move toward close buyer- 
seller relationships. 
Proposition P4: Programmes of relationship marketing must be monitored and measured with a 
number of direrent tools. These tools include customer retention, customer share, customer and 
employee satisfaction and customer loyalty. 
Proposition Ps: There are direrent sources of trust and each source should be considered as a 
possible important valuable strategic variable that marketers might use. Two of these sources of 
trust are system trust andprocess-bpsed trust. 
Proposihon P6: There are other and equally important &ads for a business to consider in 
addition to the traditional buyer-seller dyad. 
Proposition P7: Corporate commitment, presence of managerial leadership, back-ups and 
resources and personal involvement of the marketing director are all key elements in the 
implementation of a programme of relationship marketing. 
Proposition Pa: There are multiple points of contact between corresponding functions and 
processes within the buying and selling companies. It is not clear at this stage whether the 
contacts are solely between employees or through the organisations. 
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FUTURE STEPS IN THE RESEARCH PROJECT 
To enrich the results and to test the propositions it is proposed to replicate and extend the case 
study in the context of the New Zealand-British food supply chain. In many respects, New 
Zealand and Denmark have similar trading patterns. For one thing, agricultural exports provide 
New Zealand with a significant portion of the total export earnings. For another, a significant part 
of the New Zealand agricultural exports goes to the British market (American Embassy 1997; 
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade 1998). However, marketing philosophy 
and way of conducting business in New Zealand and Denmark may be different from each other 
and that could explain differences in the extent to which relationship marketing has been adopted 
and the way it has been implemented (Coviello et al. 1998; Rasmussen 1998). 
NOTE 
Parts of this paper have previously been published (Lindgreen and Crawford 1999a, 1999b, 
1999c). 
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